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ln this Edition of the

Editorial

Fairfield Canoe Club
Newsletter:

For the first time in the history of my editing
this newsletter (all three months of it!) the
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Latest Swimming Report! pl7
From the

Cobram 40 Report
Member Profiles
Food for Thought

pl9
pl9-20
p21

editorial team has received so many articles
it has had to hold some over for the
next edition. This has caused some upheaval
among the contributing authors as the editorial team has struggled to prioritise the articles. Be assured that all contributions are
valued and will be run.

that

Murray articles have taken precedence this
time around! On a more competitive note we are launching the winter series with a barbeque at the club on the 4th April. Be sure
tc put this date in your diary and be prepared to contribute to another Fairfield victory in the winter series of races.

And finally, next edition we'll be running a
"Snake Special". Please send all anecdotes
regarding snakes to the editor for the next
edition. ln the meantime, !'ll see you out on
the river!

Upcoming Events

Sunday I 5 February
Nagambie Sprints

Sundays lOam-the famous Zoli Session
And returning ... Marg Buck's weeknight
coaching sessions
Tuesday 6pm-suitable for newer members
Thursday 6pm-suitable for intermediate &
experienced paddlers.
Friday 6 February, 6.OOpm
FCC Friday Night Sprints (and then every Friday night until 5 March)

Saturday 7 February
Goulburn River Tour-contact Geoff Hindle
9242 6871 (bh) / geoff.hindle@ubs.com
Sunday 8 February
Ballarat Marathon Championship

Saturday

l4

February, 9.3oam

Cappuccino Run

Saturday 2l - Sunday 22 February
Albury Grand Prix
Saturday 28 - Sunday 29 February
Sprints Vic Champs at Nagambie
TKs and Cs welcome as well as K boats!
Sunday 7 March
Clean Up Australia Day
Sunday 4 April
Winter Series BBQ. Launch of the Winter
Series

To be confirmed
Maintenance Day & Fairfield Sprint Day

Look out for the posters and emails
with these dates!

Club Caps

Fairfield Canoe Club Caps $10. Be Sun Smart on the water!
Available from the club.
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President's Report
Hi everyone,

Welcome to another great edition of the Fairfield Canoe Club Newsletter. There has been
a huge amount of paddling going on since
the last newsletter in November - as there
has of course been the Murray Marathon.
There was a great turn out of FCC members
doing relay and full distance in many different divisions. Although I was not paddling
this year - I thoroughly enjoyed my weekend
up there soaking up the atmosphere and
cheering on the teams. Congratulations to all
of those who took part - and to those who
now have the honour of holding a record!!!!!
So

- we are now in 2004!!!l!! - the 85'h year

of FCC, and I am looking forward to another
successful year for the club. There are going
to be a huge number of activities and projects going on at the club throughout the
year - and we look forward to your help and
participation in making all of them fun and
successful. There are details about many of
the upcoming events later in the newsletter the only 2 I wish to mention here are 2
"clean-up" events.

We will be holding a club clean-up day in
early Feb to do some general maintenance on
the club ie gardening, gutters, sweeping,
window washing etc etc - so please come
along for an hour or so on the day and help
out. The more volunteers we have the more
we can achieve - and the quicker the organizer can head home!!!!
The other event is Clean Up Australia Day on
March 7'h. I have been appalled by the huge
amount of litter in the river after the heavy
rains - and it will be superb to have as many
people as possible down at the club for the
clean up and the BBQ - to help improve the
environment that we all have so much enjoyment in paddling through (and sometimes
slightly less enjoyment swimming in!!!!)
Anyway - here's to the health and happiness
of all in 2004!!!!

Annette
Chairman

FCC

Ever thought

of having fun

and offering a huge service
to the community?
How about volunteering
with Surf Life Saving?
Clen Singleton (an elite sprint paddler), has
become involved in resurrecting the fantastic
old Sandridge Club for Life saving.

The club is again starting from

scratch

thanks to the help from Bluearth as it closed
its doors and stopped servicing the community in November 2003. The club is seeking
out new active members and wishes to assist
them in gaining valuable lif€ saving qualifications and skills. The newly qualified members will then be required to assist with patro!!ing the beach at times over the summer
period. The opportunity to gain access to
surf sports craft (surf Skis), coaching and Life
Saving Victoria Carnivals/competitions will
also be a major focus of Sandridge so that
members can experience the full gamet of
Life Saving culture.

This is a great opportunity for flatwater paddlers, not only to gain valuable life skills and
be involved in a great Australian community
organisation, but also to improve skills as a
paddler by training/competing in a different
environment.
Anyone who is interested please contact GIen
Singleton on
gs i n g leton@bl uearth i n stitute.org
or 9820 6327

Side Gate
Please keep it
locked!
We once aganhave a side gate. If
you open it remember to lock it for
security and safety. The key for the
padlock is the standard club key.
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From the FCC Committees...
Social Committee
By Liz Wells
As from November 2003 I have been appointed the social event co-ordinator for 2004. After exceptionally well organised events in 2003, including the Victorian State Championships and the Big Bash, there are extremely big boots to fill. I would like to thank Kelly,
Helen, Rose, Cary and Lizfor their great effort in 2003.

ln prior years a social committee has been formed but it has been recommended that
committee be formed for each event. The proposed social events forthe 2OO4 yearare:

I4

February

7 March
4 April

I6 May
June
2 5 July
September
20 September
October
l9 December

a

Ultimate Cappuccino Run
Clean Up Australia Day
Winter Series BBQ (including paddler auction\ - sounds fascinating!
Winter Series Race #2
Film Night or Ti'ivia Night
Sign up day BBQ
Murray lnformation Night
AGM catering
Big Bash
Christmas BBQ

Therefore if you would like to help organise any of the above events or have any ideas for
social events please contact Liz Wells on 9596 2860.

Boat Maintenance and Rack Allocation Committee
Clu b Boats
Following the decision to establish a fleet of "lntermediate" standard boats, a subcommittee has been formed to plan and implement its introduction.
The subcommittee is comprised of the following club members:
Peter Thompson Tony Payne
Melanie Mills
Penny Webster
Grant Clark
Thls subcommittee will report to the Board on a regular basis.
The group will be responsible for acquiring boats, and setting up the systems and procedures to supervise their use, maintenance and storage.

It is proposed that the initial fleet, to be launched on changeover day 2004, will

comprised of the following boats:
4TKZ'S
6 TKI's
rK2
3 Kl's
This mix is in accordance with the overall responses from last year's member survey.

be

Any member wishing to make any further suggestions or contributions is urged to
contact: PeterThompson
H: 981 9 5l 28
Mob: 041 7 086 851
NB: DESPITE THE TEMPTATION TO TAKE BOATS OUT NOW-PLEASE WAIT UNTIL
THE NEW SYSTEM IS IN PLACE. NEW BOATS ARE NOT YET AVAILABLE TO
MEMBERS. PLEASE RESPECT THIS.
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From the FCC Committees...
Race Organising and Skills Development Committee
Chair: Connie Todaro
Phone:O418142137

Sub Committee Aims

Email:

This committee was set up to develop members' skills in the various disciplines'

bark2@alphalink'com'au
Secretary: pamela Lilburne
Representing Sprint

/

Role

To introduce members to attend the various

JoeAliaorganiseddisciplinecompetition,
Representing Marathon and Sprint
Wherever possible to ensure that FCC participates in all organised competitions at
Liz Wells
best resurt ror
Representins

Maratho,

lilJ

f$fJ,i

:"J!T:::,Te

Brendan Kenna
Representing Canoe Polo

Goals for 2OO4
The Committee's primary goal is implement a Coaching Structure and program to aid members ranging from Beginners thru to Advanced. We will also set up a coaching list and cost
structure for individual and small group training sessions to develop members' skills.
We are also looking atways of setting up a junior introduction and development program.

The Committee will also be aiming at developing the discipline of Sprint and encouraging
members to attend Sprint regattas.
Another major goal of the Committee is to retain the Winter Series Trophy for a 3'd year running. We will encourage and assist members to attend Winter Series Races. Awards to be presented to members who gain maximum points from attending Winter Series Races. Criteria to
be posted soon.

What's new . ... Race Organising and Skills Development Committee
2OO4 Events
The Committee will be organising a series of events during the year in conjunction with the Social
Committee.

The first function will be the Launch of the 2OO4 Winter Series - Marathon which will be held
on Sunday 4'h April 20O4 after "Zoli's Session". A BBQ will be provided.
This year we have the honour of hosting the 2"d race of the Winter Series to be held at Wesley College. We hope that this event will be as successful as last year's hosting of the Victorian Championships. Details of this event will be announced soon.
One of the functions of this Committee will be working in collaboration with the Social Committee
to organise the annual awards night (Big Bash). 2nd October has been booked, stand byforfurther details.
FCC Awards
The Committee is proposing to introduce a new award this year. This award would be the highest
honour that the club could bestow on a member - FCC Paddler of the Year. The winner would be
awarded a medal known as the "Szigetti Medal". lt would be presented to the club's best performed paddler at over a number of designated events to be published at a later date.

The Committee felt that it was appropriate to honour Zoltan Szigetti's contribution to the club and
canoeing overthe years by proposing to name this award, which represents the highest achievement that a paddler can have at our club, the Szigetti Medal.
We

will post criteria for all awards at the club at a later date. Feedback welcome.
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What's on at

FCC

Friday Night 5 Kilometre Sprints
Starting 6 February
Starting on Friday the 6'h February, Fairfield Canoe Club will be
running Friday Night Five Km sprints. These will continue until Friday 5'h March. Sprints run
from 6 to 8pm and are a great opportunity to try your first race situation or to get some excellent intense training for other races.
Everyone is welcome to the Friday Night Fun - come along and try to break the existing records
for your class, or to try and better your own time over five weeks or even try to set a record for
a new class. This is not about being the best paddler at Fairfield, but to challenge yourself at a
set short distance. Don't forget - 6'h February to kick-start the season.

5OO

Metre Sprint Day

Keep your eyes and ears open for the date of a sprint day at Fairfield. On a day to be disclosed, Fairfield will run 500 metre sprints as a one on one race. A hanciicap system will apply
based on individual time trials at the start of the day. The races will be Fun as an elimination
race with the most honest paddler winning through the day.

Any inquiries regarding either of these events will be handled by Steve Beitz
(reefelec@austarmetro.com.au) after he returns from his sea kayaking adventures in New Zealand on I" February.

Clean Up Australia Day
Sunday 7 March 2004 from 9.00am
'MAKE AUSTRALIA SHINE'
On Sunday 7 March 2004, Australians from all walks of life will be making our country shine by removing rubbish from our beaches, parks, roadsides, rivers and
bushland.
From the Cocos lslands to Danruin, Launceston to Katoomba, hundreds of thousands of interested and community-minded people will collect unsightly and polluting rubbish from
our fragi!e environment.
Clean Up Australia Day is firmly entrenched in the Australian environmental calendar. It is
an apolitical, non-profit community campaign in which everyone can participate.

This great idea will celebrate its I 5th birthday in 2OO4 and has
successfully grown each year to make this community
event the largest annual environmental campaign in Australia.

We'll be meeting at Fairfield to take part in Clean Up Australia
Day in our kayaks - come along and help make the Yarra
beautiful!

Natalie Sherlock, Emma Mutin and Jenny Hill
volunteeredfor Clean Up Australia Day 2003
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What's on at

FCC

Those of you that are no longer members - |
reckon there will be enough members to
have you down as a guest for the day. lf you
have family etc that don't paddle - get them
to meet us at Studley Park at about 10.15 /
10.30 - or they can get down earlier and try
and save seats for the crowds that will be on
their way.

Mega Cappuccino Run
there or be square!
Saturday February l4'h
Be

9.3Oam
Here is your chance to dust off that old boat
and blow the cobwebs off a few muscles.
Join your friends at FCC for a leisurely paddle
down to Studley Park and enjoy a cappuccino
and cake or Devonshire tea and scones as a
reward for your efforts. lt's only 5km or
about 35mins easy paddling down to Studley
Park. (Maybe for Alex. Try 45 mins easy for
the average human. Ed)

Not sure you will make the distance? Then
get in a double with a fit or experienced paddler. The plan - to get as many boats as possible, of all shapes and sizes on the water
and heading down to Studley Park for coffee
and cake ( this will probably cause havoc at
the kiosk - but hey - that's not unusual!!!!)

to try a new boat - TKZ, KZ or Canadian? lt would be great to get the K4 and
some of the C's out on the water. Posters
will be put up at the club for you to register

Want

your interest in trying a new boat and experienced paddlers willing to shepherd newer
members in a double are asked to link up
with a new member on the posters.

All Cappuccino Runners are asked to register
their intention to paddle (write your name on
the poster) to allow for preparation of club
boats and paddles etc. lf we have enough
takers we will get the C7 or Cl0 out again. (A
canoe that will take 7 or l0 people. Ed)
Come on Canadian paddlers, we know you
are out there somewhere, come and show us
what canoeing is supposed to look like, yes
in a CANOE!

It's definitely not a race, but bring along al!
the goodies you need to keep yourself com-

fortable in a waterproof bag (sun block, wind
jacket, hat, money) as the chat over a coffee
can sometimes go on longer than expected

This is to be a totally informal thing - but if
you don't have a key to get into the club

make sure you contact someone who does so
that we know you are coming and you don't
get locked out from all the fun!!!!! See you
there for the biggest FCC summer event of

2004.

Hove you been missing out on emoil
updotes from FCC?
(there hque been one
or two recently!)
Would you lihe to
be included on the
emqil list for club
members?

lf so, pleose send your nqme qnd emoil
qddress to Mich Kone on9499 4782 or vio
emqil
michoelh@windonq.com.ou
ond we'll odd you to the list!
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Mu rray Marathon Special

Fairfield at the Murray
2OO3 Official Results!
Fairfield canoe club put in an awesome show-

ing at the Murray Marathon with 3 records
falling at the hands of Fairfield paddlers and
a total of 40 Fairfield paddlers participating.
The results posted by Fairfield paddlers are
shown below and some of the stories from
the "MM 2003" are on the following pages.
Read on and be inspired...

Full Distance

Full distance TKI open
David Cooke
8'h Place (from I I entries)
Well done David - you've worked hard towards this goal all year.
Total time: 37:OO:2O
Time for each day: 07:53:27 08:12:54
07:02:39 06:18:05 07:33:15
Full Distance Womens K4
Helen Neill, Kerryn Flatt, Julie Perriam and
Margaret Buck
Broke the record- Fairfield's second ladies K4
record in 2 years!
Total time: 30:37:38
Time for each day: 06:38:12 07:03:52
06:06:52 04:59:34 05:49:08

Full Distance Womens Vet 40 TKI
Virginia Westwood
l " Place
(Please make yourself known to the Faifield
marathon committee - we need gutsy women
!ike you!)
Total time: 4l:01:05
Time for each day: 09:12:16 09:17:53
07:33:40 06:56:51 08:00:25

Full Distance K2 open Vet 5O
Neil Grierson and Wennie van Lint
Broke the record and did it in style!
Total time: 30:01:59

Time for each day: 06:33:57 06:58:46
05:48:00 04:58:03 05:43:13
Full Distance TK2 Open Vet

6O

Gary Flanigan and Werner Bolz
I " Place - Media stars Cary and Werner did it
with enjoyment in mind, went for a Ieisurely
swim on day three and made the papers that

night!
Time for

l9

legs completed 31:07:57

Time for each day: 07:51 45 W/D at A
07:48:53 06:50:l I 08:37:08

Other competitors:
Andy Wright came down for a couple of days
before heading home with the family for a
restful holiday!
Colin Day braved the race in a Kl, but withdrew before the end. We look forward to seeing you at the club again soon.

Relay Results
Mixed TK 2 Relay
Fairlakes Canoe Club
Simon Sharrock, Elizabeth Wells, Rose Curtis,
Pamela Lilburne, Dave Hebard and Stuart
Opie
l " place - Broke the record

Totai time: 27:38:43

Time for each day: 06:09:23 06:24:53
05:18:29 04:29:05 05:.I6:53
The Wombats

Anthony Lawrie, Nicola Thompson, Peter
Thompson, Jessica Blood, Paul Beaton, Kate
Raisin, Danielle Nayna and Grant Clark
4'h place! - Creat result for a social team with
several newer paddlers!
Total time: 35:27:54
Time for each day: 07:51:57 07:48:21
07:06:58 05:51 :52 06:48:46
Ladies TK2 Relay
The Ladybirds
Liz Fletcher, Sandra Faulkner, Jean Moysey,
Elizabeth Jenkins, Rhea Dempsey, Susanne
Constance, Joan Doreian, Kathryn Rowell and
Margaret Bell
2"d Place - Did fabulously well with a colourful floating Iadybird mascot, some eventful
starts and came in a delighted second place!
Total time: 33:55:38
Time for each day: 07:28:07 07:57:15
06:l 9:49 05:37:56 06:32:31

Double Touring Kayak Open Schools Relay
Trinity Grammar School
Andrew Foulsum, Kim Taylor, Robert Harbig,
Sam Munro, Tom Darlington-Bortoli, Sam Potter, Sam Hill, James Buzacott, Jonathan Eager,
Andrew Merrifield, Raoul Renard, Sam Merrifield.
4th place worthy of a big congratulations to
our members from Trinity Grammar School
Tota! time: 3l :03:07
Time for each day: 06:57:21 07:05:32
05:59:38 05:10:44 05:49:52
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Mu rray Marathon Special
Strokes Later!
Gary and Werner's
Murray Marathon...
t 60,000

By Gary Flanigan
Well, those that have done the 'Murray Marathon' (MM) will know what I mean when I say
it is no pleasure cruise but, for the individual
personally, it is a rewarding experience.
Werner and I nominated for the full distance -

the whole 405 km as Vet 60 TKz - and did
very well on Day I being a mere 9 minutes
outside the record.

At this point I must place on record our appreciation of the efforts of our 'ground crew'.
Our ground crew comprised my wife Helen,
our son Cameron and daughter Sarah, and
her husband Graham Sim. Without a doubt,
had we not had their support and encouragement, we would have not done even half the
first day! lndividually and collectively, they
were a tremendous support and their efforts
were much appreciated!

On Day 2, a mere I hour 45 minutes after
the start and after a 2 second debate, and
with the vote carried without objection, the
crew decided not to complete more than
Stage I for the day. As it turned out, it was
great decision much appreciated by the poor
blighter in the 'back'. We spent the rest of
the day in the pub - where "1" feel more at
home than in a TKZ!

After Day 2, we completed the rest of the
race without much incident other than frequent rests and still came first in the 'one
horse race' for the class in which we had

nominatedl (Since Gary and Werner were the
':3! ,",-r;

"'

; ar' 4i

only boat in their class and

therefore
"outlasted" all their competition even without
completing the full distance on Day 2, they
were still able to win their competition. Ed.')

But, back to the event and things that will
make it easier for me personally, next season.

For the first two days, I tried to follow our
progress between each check-point by using
the Race Map - the map supplied in the MM
'Map Book' - which I taped to the deck within
visual range. ln few words, such an attempt
is 'bloody hopeless' and my advice is don't
do itl
The map shows many curves in the river and
may be accurate overall but the maps do not
show 'half curves'!
My attempts at predicting our position, and
our proximity to the next check-point were
such that finally, after many, many incorrect
predictions, Werner demonstrated that he
can actually stand in a TK2, face the rear and
take a swing with his paddle at the head of
the bastard in the back! After that I got the
message that 'me mate was not happy!'
Lesson number one: don't' rely upon the MM
Race Book maps to predict your position!

A far better method for predicting your posi-

tion on the river is time! Werner and
seemed to manage about l2 km per hour reI

gardless of the conditions so, 24 km represented a mere 2 hours paddle. Using what is
today called an 'analogue' watch, I could see
the time whilst paddling so, could predict
our time to the next stop with considerable
accuracy. But even using the watch tech-

.4
''.
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Mu rray Marathon Special
niqub, we still made one stop a mere 300
metres and one bend in the river from the
next check-point! That was a most fortuitous
occurrence and we recommend our findings
to those generations of paddlers planning to
copy our sterling example!

houseboat in the distance and paddle less often, paddle on one side and get the mongrel
into shore in the chosen position, look at the
offering but be prepared to back paddle
ready for the next resting point! Do that
three or four times and the blighter in the
front won't have the energy or even the inclination to attempt to grab your ankle!

Lesson number two: house boats! The people
who own houseboats are not completely silly
So, having made their fortunes scamming
others, they are smart enough not to sit in
the sun whilst drinking their Martini and
dry's so, when planning your stops between
official check-points, park the mongrel boat
on the shaded side of the houseboats! lf you

Some more serious'lessons': the biggest
problem is not exhaustion. lf you are reasonably fit and break the day up into 'times'
for each leg, exhaustion is simply not a problem. The biggest problem is the PAIN created
by sitting on your butt for such long periods!

see you resting in the water as they will be
sitting in the shade on the other side of the
boat!

lf you want to do the Full Distance, start
working on creating a comfortable seat early
in the year! Failure to get this right can be

My suggestion is

to park it about 25.65 metres from the boat. Any further away and
they will not see you or acknowledge that
you are on their 'turf and they may ignore
you completely! Any closer and you maybe
intruding! (Life was not meant to be easy so,
if you have no eye for distance, carry a tape

problem is simply boredom.

measure in the boat!)

From our observation, girls seem to cope
better merely because they can natter
throughout the day. Many, maybe most
blokes cannot maintain a constant stream of
chatter over the mandatory 8 hours. As an
example, Werner and I spoke only say 50
words over some 330 km! !n hindsight, this
was an error. Our experience suggests that
you require some means of breaking the
boredom and idle chatter or a radio - if you
can stand the noise - maybe the solution.

park on the 'sunny-side' they will simply not

The consequence of stopping on the shady
side of the houseboats, within visual range,
and 'on their turf' rather than on the turf of
the next boat, is that they demonstrate excessive generosity!
Here were we, only our faces and toes showthe
'war' as it were, and were deaf to the approach
the attractive, youngish and
shapely lady in Red, who was very much concerned for our wellbeing!

ing above the water, not mentioning

of

"Are you chaps ok? My husbands gone back
to Melbourne so he won't complain about the
mud on the floor. Do you want a beer? Do
you need a massage? Do you need resuscitat-

very painfu! and debilitating. The

second

But remember this, even if you do get a terrible, terrible pain in the butt, even if you get
bored witless, it is still a great way to spend
the holidays! Our advice?Just do it!

Congratulations to Gary and Werner
on their I st Place in Full Distance
TKZ Open Vet 60

ing?"

Man oh man! Werner has such a grip of iron
that he nearly broke my ankle!
We settled for a Coke! What a partner, what a
mate, what a friendl

Lesson number three; the bloke in the back
can dictate where the boat stops! See a
Fairfield Canoe Club, tanuary 2OO4 Page lO
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My Murray Experience
by David Cooke
I'd heard loads of stories, l'd trained for

about six months, and l'd done a number of
lead-up races, but I found I had no idea what
I was in for. All the training and lead up
races give you a taste of the physical side of
paddling but it doesn't encapsulate all the
extra issues to be dealt with on the full distance marathon.

rray Marathon Special

Another experience that I wasn't ready for
was the close call with a snake in the middle
of the river. Although the snake wasn't my
main problem. The girl in the front of the
TKz that I was washriding saw the snake first
and took quite rapid evasive action, which in
turn led to me almost t-boning into their
boat and tipping one of us out - into the water with a surprised snake!

Then,
rashes,

For someone who enjoys a sleep-in the getting up at about 5am each morning was a
struggle. I only used to get up at 6am for
training!! So starting off tired was the first
thing.
Once I was up, fed, and on the river, the next
issue that reared it's ugly head was my
choice of clothing on my bottom half. Suffice to say there was a lot of rubbing and discomfort and I amused my support crew by
changing my trousers almost every checkpoint. I heard murmurs as I paddled off each
time along the lines of "who does he think he
is - fashion queen?"

And then of course there was the heat and
the need to drink the awful tasting electrolyte drink, which in turn got hot and tasted
even worse. But I forced myself to drink,
knowing that I needed to. That still didn't
stop me becoming dehydrated by the end of
the week, and almost not being able to get
on the river for day 5.

of

course, came the blisters and
etc. And then came day 2....

Having thought about it though, the toughest thing to deal with on the whole trip were

K4!! And
maybe also being in the company of a media
hog in the K2 Vet team. '

the jokes that came from the

Boy it was tough. And boy, am I glad it's finished. But I'm also glad I did it. lt's a great
thing to be a part of. There's a great feeling
of being a part of something big and something good. !t also gives you a feeling that

anything is possible.

Vital needs on the journey - a good support
crew, a good sense of humour and an ability
to switch off - to just do, not think too much
or the distance and monotony will destroy
you. Fortunately I have the ability to not
think too much!

I highly recommend doing the race to anyone. And I'll cheer for them from the shore!!

Willing crew-just what a man in the midst of a
full distance TKI Open needs!
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Mu rray Marathon Specia!
about going right?, What about the mid-

Another Record at the
Murray - Neil and Wennie
in the K2
By We n n ie

dle?'

finish the day'

in less than 4 minutes (twice)

van Lint

last

What do the following have in common?

a rock in the river, five kilometres out of
Tocumwal that puts a gash along the
length of the K2.on Day I
a log in the river that takes all the fibreglass off the rudder on Day 2
a fellow club member who cuts the corner
so sharp so that there is nowhere to go,
except into a Iog, that takes all the fibreglass off the rudder on Day 4
a spare rudder in the boat
a land crew who were there all the time -

morning,

on the river, at night,

in

Deneliquin, lost.
a desire to beat 3l hours 43 minutes

a crew member so worried about the

course selection on the water that communication between the paddlers is reduced to 'What about going left? What

night 'just in case'

for each day, missing out on Day 4

bV

only fourteen seconds.

heard on the river ' What is yellow, and
found at the bottom of a tree?'
in the car

crews, who yelled

out encouragement

along the way

They all relate to a very interesting and enjoyable 2003 MM for Neil Grierson and Wennie van Lint, who managed to set a time of
30 hours and 2 minutes for the K2V50,
breaking the record set in 1992 by I hour
and 40 minutes.

Wennie and Neil riding the K4 (or is it the other way around?) on
their way to a new record in the Full Distance K2 Open Vet 50

Wanted
CenTooNIST To ILLUSTRATE THE NEWSLETTER

LeyouT PERSoN FoR NEXT EpITIoN oF NEwSLETTER
ExpngssroNs oF TNTEREST
N

ro

EVI/SLETT ER@EAIRFIELDCANOECLUB. ORG.AU
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K4 Women Slash Another
Record
By Helen Neill
The unwritten oath of a full distance Murray
Marathon Paddler and their landcrew is, I am
discovering, "Expect the unexpected, be
flexible, adaptable and always look for the
positive for nothing goes quite to plan".
This summer (2003) another clan of Fairfield
paddlers assembled on the banks of the
Murray at Yarrawonga to participate in the
annual Red Cross Murray Marathon.
Gary Flannigan and Werner Boltz in their TK2
were to make news headlines on their way to
Swan Hill.
Dave ..... and Virginia ... , new Fairfield members, were to make the solo pilgrammages in
TKI ( the second year in a row for one little
red boat).

Andrew Wright made it a shortened Murray
but gave the landcrew their first test of flexibility when they had to Iaunch him and the
boat some 40 minutes earlier than planned it had been forgotten that Andy had had a

birthday that made him eligible for the
7.50am start. No time for nerves that day!

Neil Grierson and Wennie Van Lint, down
sized from a K4 to a K2 in November and
with their eyes firmly fixed on a new V50 K2
record let no obstacle or broken rudder impede that focus.

And for the second year in a row there was
an all female Fairfield K4. That boat 109 was
there at all was testament to the paddler's
motto and the difficulties of putting together
a team boat. Like its predecessor, this one
too had had a number of incarnations but it
was without injury and in good but nervous
spirits that the four paddlers (Kerryn Flatt,
Marg Buck, Helen Neill and Julie Perriam) set
out from Yarrawonga on the 27'h and again
on 28th December. This crew was on a mission in a boat with no name. A new K4 record
complete with day records.
Day 1
A lovely day for a paddle and no incidents to

report - just groans to the jokes and a lack of
interest in resolving the conundrum.

to be Croundhog Day - the access
checkpoints flooded between Tocumwal and Picnic Point meant we got to do
day I all over again. There should have been
no excuse for poor navigation that day! ln
fact, we even had the same rest stops but the
jokes were new. Some paddlers decided that
ground hog days were not for them and took
a rest day. Andy pulled a heart muscle and
went home with his family.
Day 2 was

roads

to

The landcrew had a more interesting day driving about the countryside, setting up a

new campsite and visiting new towns.
Stephen Beitz made it to Deniliquin - as he
freely admits he just got'lost - happens when
you drive at breakneck speed on dirt roads
apparently!
Day 3

Started as any other day - cockpits pasted
with times and destinations, faces full of zinc
cream and some not so silent screaming
from the third seat. Kerryn was the driver well she was until exactly half way through
the third day, when injury saw her seek solace in the back of the boat. We made a complete head for tail swap and Julie became the
driver.

One landcrew member decided to ride his
bike between checkpoints and nearly missed
the excitement of the new look K4 coming
into a checkpoint to make minor footplate
adjustments. (Perhaps having witnessed the
near felling of his precious toy from the top
of Stephen's car that morning-another driving story you can ask Stephen about - had
prompted this sudden attachment to the
bike)

Landcrew was quizzed for tent placement
that night - if leaning in a boat is forbidden
then a lumpy slopping tent site is even Iess
tolerated by tired paddler. Offer of extra mattress was accepted as compensation and the
promise of a site on the tennis courts at Murrabit the following night.
Day 4
Marg decided

to have a go in front, Julie went

to second seat and Kerryn and I continued
our conversations in the back. There was

a
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little bit of drama leaving Echuca within our
Iittle fleet (the men's K2, the K4 and the
wash riding KI s). When the K4 took a fine
Iine about the bend, those wash riding got
up close and personal with a tree. Result was
another rudder repair for Neil and Wennie but they had got that skill down to 4minutes.

We had a laugh when we passed a cheeky
TK2 that remarked that we were doing all
right considering thatJulie had not been paddling yesterday. We were able to tell them
that we'd taken their feedback seriously and
put her in 2 where we could keep an eye on
her so that this could not happen again.
Again we harassed paddlers with a barrage
of jokes. But we also issued a decree - that
all boats must tell the K4 a joke on the last
day or pay a fine to the Red Cross - the one
in fourth seat was to record the number of
the boats that failed to have a joke. This was
also announced at the finish at Turraberry.

The landcrew took some time out to play
with their toys and nearly became the 'escort
crew' when they ventured several kms down
the river towards the fleet in their Kl s.

Neil and Marg workshopped the issue of

right of way on the river as they journeyed to
Murrabit to collect tools for repairing yet another rudder. The verdict we believe was that
the lead boat has right of way .
Day

5

Whilst I did consider it my turn to steer that
day - we seemed to be having quite a communa! boat trip. I decided that I did not want
to take advantage of offer of all the remaining vaseline the landcrew had just to be first
across the line. Marg was given that honour

(without the vaseline) and she steered us
faithfully and truly through all those eddies
(and they were big that day) and S bends between Murrambit and Swan Hill to yet another day record and an overall time of 30
hours 3Tminutes - two hours and three minutes clear of the previous record. Mission accomplished.

Surprisingly many boats had taken up our request / challenge for jokes on the last day.
So we were entertained rather than the entertainers. No more telling dead animal jokes to
a vet, New Zealander jokes to a kiwi - that
was someone else's mine field that day. The
joke of the day (and too much repeated for
some with tender spots!!) was:
What do you call a dinosaur that has been
paddling on the Murray'River for 5 days? A
megasorarous
We found a more appreciative audience for
the jokes at the campsite pool in Swan Hill
average age 5. But they had the added benefit of wanting to leap out and push the spa
button every 5 minutes - a fair exchange of
services ensured a lengthy spa for the sore
paddlers.
The landcrew were feeling tired too by then and near ran each other over in their efforts
to pitch camp one last time but they excelled
in the kitchen again that evening and proved
they could match it with a relay anytime on
the dance floor. Thanks crew:Tim and Meron
Scott, David Jerram and Stephen Beitz

As for next year -there are some walks in
Tasmania that could require the occasional
portage and that's where you will find most
of those paddlers next Christmas. Different
toys.

Marg, Helen, Julie and Kerryn set a new women's K4 record
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Fairlakes Canoe Club
Sends its First Team to
the Murray
By

Stuart Opie, President

guts that helped us achieve the objective.

You would have to agree that the Fairlakes
Canoe Club were a pretty slick outfit, with
talent not only on the water but off the water
as well.

Fairlakes Canoe Club &
Freelance journalist for the
FCC newsletter!

This talent would have to include our singing, guitar playing, lyric writing, one-manIand-crew Martin, whose enthusiasm and
dedication to the objective impressed us all.
Who else would stop a full pelt Kayak with

(p.s. "Fairlakes" was a combination of the
names of the paddlers' two clubs- Stuie and
Dave from Patterson Lakes and Liz, Simon,
Rose and Pamela from Fairfield, with Marty in

his body?

support)
The Fairlakes Canoe Club was established on
December l4'h 2003 - only a couple of weeks
before the big event. Training started in earnest - our first "training run" was a 28km
race on the Maribyrnong River - all crews doing full distance.
We set breaking the record as our goal, we
knew it would be tough, but achievable if we
all paddled well.

We achieved our goal by more than we'd
hoped, and in addition we also took on the
challenge of matching the TK2 Open teams.
As for the bullet proof paddlers enlisted for
the task, there were no injuries, apart from a
couple of tiny almost insignificant blisters on
a little finger of one of our gutsy ladies paddlers and a bit of skin off a couple of bums,
confirming our teams overall fitness.
The water was a little higher this year but it's
believed that it was also sheer tenacity and

Then there was the fashion side of things left
in Rose's trusty hands and she didn't let us
down. The Fairlakes team looked great with
the men dressed in yellow singlets/t-shirts
and hats and the ladies looking just as good
in their ensembles consisting of lifesaver
tops and orange hats. Rose was not only in
charge of fashion but catering as well with a
great smorgasbord of gastronomic delights
and let's not forget Liz & Simon's delicious

Spag Bol, and then there was Wilbur's &
Rose's splendid Chicken Risotto at Picnic
Poi

nt.

The highlight after our finish in

Swanhill
would have to be singing Fairlakes' theme
song, composed by Martin & Rose, over the
microphone in front of an enthusiastic crowd
of spectators and paddlers.

Unfortunately Pam and Martin, who had unselfishly postponed the first part of their
Apollo Bay vacation to be part of this winning
team; could not be with us for the presentation and New Years Eve. The night was
kicked off with a couple of beers and the
medal presentations then a great meal with a
couple more beers at the local ltalian restaurant then to the Oasis Night club to welcome
the New Year with a night cap or two. The
night concluded for some, whilst venturing
back to camp, in the wee hours of the morning from the Oasis Night Club singing their
own rendition of the Fairlakes theme song.
Great to see others (Dave & myself) stay back

and escort young Fairfield Canoe CIub

K4

paddler Helen safely back to camp.

All in all a great trip was had by all with a
great bunch of people.
See you on the water.

Stuart, Dave, Simon, Rose, Pam and Liz
set a new record for the Mixed TK 2 Relay
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Demonstrating that
(some!) Paddlers are
multi-talented....
Presenting the Fairlakes Canoe
Club Songbook...

HEY HEY WE'RE THE FAIRIAKES
By Martin Fripp & Rose Curtis

(to the tune of "Hey Hey we're the
monkeys)
Here we come
To Murray Marathon
We get the funniest looks 'cause
They don't know where we're from

ln Tocumal at the finish
The first time they saw our face
The announcer sounded'confused
"Who's this in our race?"

Hey Hey we're the Fairlakes
We're not just paddling around

We're not just from Fairfield
We're not just from Patterson Lakes
And we'll be on the map somewhere?
lf that record breaks.

We're going

for the record
all in Swan HillTown

We'll meet you

HE'S THE ONE IN THE FRONT
By Martin Fripp & Pamela Lilburne

(To the tune
want")

of Grease's "You're the One that

I

l've got thrills, they're multiplying and l'm losing
my stroke
'Cos the power he's supplying, does he think I'm
a bloke?
I better shape up, 'Cos he needs a man
And the only one he's got is me
I better shape up, I better dig in deep
'Cos what he says just has to be
Am I sure?Well he's the only one can see

He's the one in the front, He's the one in the front
Woo Woo Woo, Stuie!
He's the one in the front, He's the one in the front
Woo Woo Woo, Stuie!
And look at me, I'm not a he...

Through the swirls and the eddies
Keeping up the power pace
And the boat's not always steady
But we're here to race!
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Swimming Report!
It's summer and many aspiring Fairfield members
have been inspired by the warmer weather (and
more importantly warmer water) to venture out in
their KI's and other not-so-stable-craft. As a result, there are more stories of people swimming
in the Yarra than we could possibly fit into this
newsletter. Some of the more notable are:

L

Julie Perriam being grabbed by the Gremlin
under the pipe bridge near the lvanhoe club
on three separate occasions;

2. Andy Wright taking a dive off the Fairfield

jetty when trying to take off and chase a wash
before he was fully in the boat;
3. Michael Loftus-Hills disappearing into the vortex under the Chandler Hwy bridge for no apparent reason when coming back from Zoli's;
4. Rose mistaking the brambles beside Fairfield
jetty for the jetty itself and offloading herself
into them;
5. Mick Kane taking 3 swims in 300 metres and
still not losing heart.
I have to confess I have been bitten by KI fever as
well and engaged in my fair share of cross training. But one particular story shines out above all
others and it doesn't even involve a KI . Two K2
paddlers went paddling one morning and one of
them had a swim. They have asked to remain
anonymous but each paddler has provided their
view of what went wrong. Their stories are presented below and the first person to email the
editor the correct names of BOTH paddlers involved will be treated to a free Zoli's session!!!

Story I

It was a cold and frosty August morn, as we

headed down from the Club House, to start our
training run on a river that was flowing quite a bit
more than usual. After carefully carrying the K2
to the water, there was a short debate as to which
way we should go - up or downstream. After having put the boat on the water, set for an upstream run, the nervous 'partner' suggested that
it looked 'calmer' downstream, and thus I was
persuaded to 'spin the boat around. Having done
my job, spinning the boat, I expected my partner
to use their paddle to manage the boat along the
landing, while I collected my paddle from the top
of the landing. As I walked up the landing, I noticed that my partner was doing the same, we
looked at each other, collected our paddles, and
turned to see (Werner's) K2 heading downstream
at a pace most people would be happy for a Winter Series race start.
Being keen on cross training, I said it didn't mat-

ter, l'll just run up the hill, get my TK, paddle after it and bring it back. As I ran up the hill, I remembered that my key was nicely hooked onto
the rudder cable (like all good paddlers do) inside
the boat racing downstream.
I got back to the landing, and said 'Somebody will
have to swim', considering all the training my
partner had claimed to be doing, there was no response, and they just kept looking at the ducks
and commenting how cute they were. My insistence on allowing my paftner to go before me
didn't work - so in I went. lt was very cold, dirty
and flowing - but thinking about the MM ("Murray
Marathon" ed), I struggled on - for how could we
train without the K2 - and how were we going to
tell Werner that the last time we saw his K2 it was
racing down the Yarra.

What did I learn from this experience?
A even paddlers who enjoy chatting in the boat
can often go mute when asked a direct question.
@ don't leave your paddle on the top step when
launching the boat, carry it with you at all
times.
A cross training is good for the MM, but be selective in terms of time and location.
A ensure that ducks do not distract your paddling partner when you are launching the
boat.
A agree on an upstream or downstream paddle
before you launch the boat, especially if your
partner has a strong dislike for turns early in a
paddle
A encourage your partner to remember where
their keys are before you go for a swim. Being
told they are under the stairs as you get out of
the water, doesn't add to the friendly
neig hbourly environment.

Story 2

A paddler once told me that "there are two sides
to every story and the truth is somewhere in between". Well this is one side of the story about
the K2 that got away.

It was an early morning training session. Friday
6.15 am and there was a single figure temperature to match. A few quick stretches by the heater
then out into the semi light. Hat, shoes, paddle,
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skift; boat all sorted. Door shut and locked. All
this purely habit borne of routine.
Well I did forget my keys this morning - an oversight that was to prove chilling for someone.
Upstream or downstream, that was the discussion
had after placing the boat in the water facing upstream (as all well trained FCC paddlers would

do). The end of a long week and the shorter distance was opted for - downstream it was to be.
So we needed to turn the boat (K2) around. A
simple task yet it went so wrong. No paddling involved, no lifting required, we just spin the boat
around in the water. I passed the back of the boat
to the driver to spin - all my responsibility absolved. ljust had to wait to catch the front end.
The driver with deft use of the paddle manoeuvred the boat about 180 degrees. However, some
driver error occurred in the placement and catching of the boat with the controlling paddle and
the boat was launched sans paddlers. The vessel

quickly moved out of paddle reach.

OOPs.

Of course, we just needed another boat to retrieve this one and the erstwhile driver rushed up
to get another from the club only to remember
that the driver's keys to the club were securely
fixed to the wires of the 'one that got away''. Usually there are other keys available but not that
morning, unfortunately. The ever-gallant driver
shouted from the stairs that they would swim for
the boat. I made the quick and hard decision as I
watched the boat drift away to accept the offer.
There are times when you should graciously say
thank you, This, I was sure was one such occasion
so I stood back and let the driver take the plunge.

A brisk retrieval it was. The water was not too
cold, I was told afterwards. I was not sure who the
driver was trying to convince however I decided
that it was best not to mention that I could not
feel my fingers as we paddled in record time to
Studley Park.
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Under the Yarra
lan McCurdy, known to his friends as Big "E", and partner Simone are expecting their first child in May.
Big "E" used to be a regular at Zoli's and training in the Week, and won the Murray TKI full distance in
(l think) 98, however I believe his landscaping business, building a new house and other activities !!
have kept him away from the club.
Best wishes, lan and Simone for your forthcoming arrival, from everyone at the club.
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Cobram 4O by Kl

"Where do you hang your

By Greg Bauld

Padd 1e"...

This was my first Cobram 40 and the farthest
I had ever paddled at one attempt. Pride demanded some respectability in this
event. Paul, my non-paddling ground crew
who was "persuaded" by his wife to help
dropped me off for a 9.25am start and then
disappeared to Yarrawonga for breakfast.

At the first bend ! went between some snags

and hit one with the rudder. Not a good
idea. lf 'figure-paddling' was what I wanted
to do then the judges would have awarded
me a l0 for my circles. Out of the %o#@" boat
4 times easily within 2km. Thought l'd finally
fixed the problem; found a nice rhythm and
going along happily when the SES boat informed me that I was going the wrong
way. How embarrassing.
this stage, pride was no longer a consideration, so along with a TK2 crew I took a lift
in the SES boat back to the right branch of
the river. Caught up with the last boat and
got back into the kayak. 200m later the rudder jams again and I'm waving to the SES
boat to pick me up. A lift to the first check
point was the best option. Meanwhile Paul
who had watched all the other Kl's come and
go with still no sign of Greg was impressed
with my arriva!. He thought it the best way to
travel. A quick inspection of the rudder revealed a broken mount inside the hull, so
with a tool box and washer and another couple of minutes I was back in business. Stage
2 was uneventful and managed in approx.
By

I hr 30 mins.

Stage 3 and l'm tired, with two swims - one
courtesy of a powerboat wash.

At Cobram I told Mick Kane I better hand
back the coach's award (fat chance) but
learnt the next eligible person was caught
paddling in circles on the start line so I could
keep it.

After al! this, I come in third, which just goes
to show that the right boat and category selection is most important.
Happy paddling!

Werner Boltz
Where do you keep your paddle? lf at home,
where abouts?
I keep on in my TKI, one in the garage, one
in the club.
What do you have for breakfast before a Sunday Zoli session?
A glass of orange juice, a bowl of muesli, a
cup of coffee

What do you most enjoy about finishing a

race?
A good finish is,

if I don't eome last.

Who is your greatest river hero / heroine?
AII Fairfield paddlers are a great bunch of fun
loving people and I am glad to be welcome
there.

What will your next paddling purchase be for
yourself or your boat?
I have everything I need for the time being.
What is the best river you've paddled on and
why?
It must be the Coulburn River. Enjoyed the
clear and fast flowing water on one of Jeff
Hindle's tours.
Whose wash do you enjoy riding the most on
Sunday morning training sessions?
Everybody who is slow enough for me to
keep up.
What's your greatest paddling achievement?
The 2003 Murray Marathon with Gary Flanigan trying to keep my spirit up races.
What's your most embarrassing paddling moment?
When I had to abandon a race because of severe back pain.

Name one thing you would like the club to do
(in an idealworld)
For me I want the club to stay as it is.

Which suburb or town
were your born in?
Munich / Germany

or state or country
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lntroducing Anthony Kuna
First race and jumping canals
Anthony Kuna recently paddled in his first canoe race. Just before the race at
Swan Hi!! Anthony lost control of his Peurgot and Jumped a canal...l5-20 deep
Anthony went on to win a divisional medal - after plenty of support from the Iocals. FCC newsletter asked Anthony about his road and paddling experiences.
When did you join FCC and why?
The family joined the FCC in the Late 80's. My brother Mark and his friend
Michael used to compete and left the rest of the family with a kayaking legacy.
Mark is was a director of FCC and now lives with his wife Kathe and three boys in
Denver Colarado.
How often do you paddle and what kind of boat?
Once a week paddle in a TK'l .
What do you do when you are not paddling?
I work for a construction company in the outer suburbs.
Can you tell us about your first race at Swan Hill?
I was competing in my I st race and was running !ate. While looking for the start
Iine I knew I was close and I lost control of my old Peugot and ended up attempting to miss a pole, however instead of missing a pole !jumped a canal approx. a
I 5-2Oft deep. After crashing the event organiser drove past looking for me and
found me at the side of the road bewildered. The event organiser wasn't going
to let me go home without competing, so he organised for a local family to take
me in and they quickly became my support crew. The local community and paddling community amazed me as I had 3 offers for a bed for the night, 2 offers
for a lift home and was fed an absolute banquet. Special Thanks to the Swan Hill
Canoe Club and the local community.
PS.

Highly recommended even if you are in a smashing mood.

How was the race?
The race was really enjoyable even without a rudder. Somehow wound up winning a divisional meda! and round of applause for my aerobatical antics.

Are you planning to paddle in any marathon winter series races?
I am keen to compete on a regular basis and will be quizzing FCC members on
which races will be best suited to me. So yes, hopefully.
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Food

for Thought!!

.

By Gary Flanigan

Well, the VicKayaking Championships for 2003

are now history but, in passing, provided a
number of memorable happenings for the
members of the FCC; some members were outstandingly successful with the splashing sticks,
others by their dedication and support as 'race
officials' and yet others by their selfless contributions assisting with the catering.

o
.
.
.

On behalf of both the Social Committee, and of

the membership in general, I would like to
thank the many FCC members who assisted in
any way during the Championships; a great job
and a job well done! Thankyou!

Whilst greatly appreciating the efforts of the
many FCC members who contributed their
time and efforts to further the standing and
prestige of our club during the Championships, I would like to make mention of a few
outstanding contributions from particular
members of FCC;
. Werner Bolz for his sterling efforts from Friday Noon until Sunday night and for manning the BBQ for the "whole" weekend
(Werner actually mopped out the ablutions
after all others had gone home on Sunday
'using only a rag and on his hands and
knees! - Cuess who forgot to take a mop!).
. Melanie for her efforts on the coffee machine for both days - without a break.
. On the sales side of things, Rachael Heath,
Kelly O'Shannasy, Graham Sim, six of the
lovely Ladybirds, Karen and Robyn for selling raffle tickets, and Scott for his assistance at the coffee machine after his race,
o Joe and Connie for their supply of the coffee machine, and for loading the equipment after the close on Sunday.
. lf there are any members who assisted with
the catering and whom I have omitted to
mention, please accept my apologies - |
will gratefully acknowledge your assistance
in the next issue of the Newsletter.
Whilst it would not have been possible to conduct the event without the assistance from
many of our members, the 'catering' was profitable mainly because of the 'donations' and
support FCC received from a number of suppliers. lwould mention in particular;
. Castlemaine Meats for the plentiful supply
of great sausages,

.
.
.

Makmer Enterprises for their generous supply of Dim Sims - it is interesting to note
that Mr Cheah, from Makmer Enterprises,
has in the past been an active sponsor of
the successful Dragon Boat crew captained
by the masterfulJoe Alia.
British Oxygen (BOC) for the Dry lce,
Coca Cola - Amatil - for their supply of
Coke, other drinks and the Mt Franklin mineral water,
Cadbury Schweppes for subsidising the
cost of the chocolates and Gatorade,
Peter Cheesewright for the 'coolie bins' Peter runs a stall in the Wholesale Fruit and

veggie market and acquired a load of
boxes for our use - a great contribution!
CanoeVic (and Vic Health) for the fruit oranges, apples, bananas.
Alliance Cashregister;s for the 'lockable
cash register' drawer - our money bin!
PC Repair Centre, 662 High St East Kew, for
the computer printer and Steve Vegh from
Canoe lnnovations for the canoe spraycover used as raffle prizes.

Again, if I have overlooked any sponsor then I
do apologise and will acknowledge their contribution in the next issue.

Finally, I entitled this note as 'food for
thought' - "Yes", it is about the catering at the
Championships but, what really struck me was
not just the amount of Duck tape that the
'gun' paddlers can discard, or the places they
can throw it into, or even the sight of werner

mopping the ablutions on his hands and
knees, No! None of that! lt was the realisation
and heightened appreciation of the efforts of
the members of the Marathon Race Committee!

Yes, Werner and I were late getting away but,
Tom
Hirrschoff! I also note that Werner and I get the
odd acknowledgment from the FCC members
of a job successfully completed but, who
thanks the likes of Tom?

we left only about five minutes after

I wonder - the "food for thought" - if it would
not be possible for some paddlers, like myself,
to offer some assistance to the Marathon Officials after the races rather than departing as
quickly as possible - leaving our often nonpaddling, unpaid and too little appreciated Officials, to do all the work!
Food for thought indeed!
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NEWS FLASH!!

ary 2004

SPRINTS
gry 500m and 1000m
Next two races - Nug*ai.
Entries due to Jenny O'Shea this week (by 30/1)

Postal entry forms are at the club/CV website, or call Jenny ASAP

Vic Champs atNagambie Sat 28d" &, Sun29ftFeb
Fun weekend, TKs and Canadians welcome as well as K boats.
200m,500m 1000m
Entries are due in by 6th Feb
Contact Pamela on 0408 600 093 or Jo on 0418 920 401

EVEI[ING COACHING IS BACK WITH MARG BUCK!
Starts this Thursday

29ll

Tuesday nights: Technical session, staying close to the clubhouse. Great for newer members.
Thursday nights: Intermediate/upwards level - heading downstream from the club.
Thursday session will cover more distance and be a little faster paced.
Time: 6pm Nominal cost $3. Add your name to the list at the club if you can, or else just come
along and improve your kayaking skills.

STEVE'S FRIDAY NIGHT SPRINT SESSIONS
Steve

&

Steve

will

be running the popular sprint nights again from

Fiday

612

530pm onwards at the club
Come do 500m or 5km time trials! Runs for 5 weeks.
Practice at your own pace - for firn, fitness or for the sprint races.

GOLBT]RI\ RIVER TOT]R
Sick of paddling just along the Yarra? Looking for more adventure?
SATURDAY 7 FEBRUARY - Molesworth to Ghin Ghin Bridge
This is a beautiful stretch of river of about 25 kms suitable for intermediate level members
using touring kayaks. The water is clean and cold and fairly fast flowing with gravel races,
eddies and cross currents. There are snags andreasonable skills are required. The scenery is
varied and great. Meet at Fairfield at 8 am. Bring your lunch and a personal flotation device.
It will be led by Laurie Atkins from CV and co-ordinated by Geoff Hindle.
Contact Geoff on9242 6871 (business) or email geoff.hindle@ubs.com ASAP to book in.
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